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ON ORACLE FACTORING OF INTEGERS
ANDRZEJ DA˛BROWSKI, JACEK POMYKA LA, AND IGOR E. SHPARLINSKI
Abstract. We present an oracle factorisation algorithm which
finds a nontrivial factor of almost all squarefree positive integers n
based on the knowledge of the number of points on certain elliptic
curves in residue rings modulo n.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and background. It is widely believed that the in-
teger factorisation problem, that is a problem of finding a non-trivial
factor of a positive integer n is a difficult computational question see [6,
Section 5.5]. The best known rigorously proved deterministic algorithm
is due to Hittmeir [10]) and runs in time n2{9`op1q and improves the pre-
vious algorithm of Pollard [23] which runs in time n2{9`op1q. Further-
more, under the assumption of the Generalised Riemann Hypothesis
(GRH), one can factor a little faster, in deterministic time n1{5`op1q,
see [6, Section 5.5]. There are also fast probabilistic algorithms, some
if which, such as the number field sieve, remain heuristic, we refer
to [6, Chapter 6] for an outline of these algorithms, see also [14] for
some recent progress towards a rigorous version of the number field
sieve.
It is also known from the work of Miller [21] that under the assump-
tion of the GRH, computing the Euler function ϕpnq is deterministic
polynomial time equivalent to computing a non-trivial factor on an
integer n or prove that it is prime.
Shoup [24, Section 10.4] has given an unconditional version of this
reduction, however his algorithm is probabilistic.
These results of Miller [21] and Shoup [24, Section 10.4] have a nat-
ural interpretation of oracle factoring . Namely, given an oracle, which
for every integer n ě 1 outputs ϕpnq we can factor n in polynomial
time. We also recall, several other oracle factoring algorithms, such as
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‚ a heuristic algorithm of Maurer [19] requiring certain ε logn
oracle calls, which is based on the elliptic curve factoring algo-
rithm of Lenstra [15, 16],
‚ a rigorous algorithm of Coppersmith [4, 5] requiring certain
about 0.25 logn oracle calls, which is based on an algorithm
to find small solutions to polynomial congruences,
see [17, 18, 20, 22] and references therein.
Sutherland [26, Chapter 2.3] has designed a probabilistic factoring
algorithm which uses an oracle that returns a multiple of a multiplica-
tive order of integers modulo N . Bach [2] established a similar result
for a discrete logarithm oracle.
Here, we design an elliptic curve version of the results of Miller [21]
and Shoup [24, Section 10.4]; we refer to [12, 25] for a background on
elliptic curves.
We remark that the Euler function gives the number of elements
of the unit group Z˚n of the residue ring Zn modulo n. Our elliptic
curve analogue of this oracle returns the number of points on certain
elliptic curves reduced modulo n. Furthermore, as in the case of the
algorithm of Shoup [24, Section 10.4], we only request a small multiple
of these numbers rather than their exact values, see Definitions 1.1
and 1.3 below. Recently a related scenario (for a slightly different
family of elliptic curves) has also been considered by Dieulefait and
Urroz [7]. However, here we do not assume that our oracle has an
access to integers b with ˆ
b
n
˙
“ ´1
for the Jacobi symbol. Instead we estimate the proportion of integers
n ď N for which this tsmallest value of b is large.
1.2. Notation and conventions. Throughout the paper, the nota-
tions
U “ OpV q, V “ ΩpUq, U ! V, V " U
are all equivalent to the statement that the inequality |U | ď cV holds
with some constant c ą 0, which may occasionally, where obvious
depend on the real parameters γ and ε.
We denote by N the set of all odd, positive, squarefree integers and
by N pNq its restriction to the interval r1, Ns. By N pN, zq we denote
the subset of N pNq which consist to integers free of prime divisors
p ď z.
As we have mentioned, for a positive integer n, we use Zn to denote
the residue ring modulo n and we use Z˚n
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modulo of Zn. For a prime p we denote by Fp the finite field of p
elements.
For a squarefree n we use Nn to denote the least positive integer b
with gcdpb, nq “ 1 and such that for the Jacobi symbol we haveˆ
b
n
˙
“ ´1.
The letters p and q with or without indices, always denote prime
numbers.
1.3. Background on elliptic curves in residue rings. For an el-
liptic curve E over Q given by a minimal Weierstrass equation with
integer coefficients see [25, Chapter III, Section 1], we denote by EpZnq
the set of solutions of the corresponding cubic congruence modulo n.
Let us recall basic facts on elliptic curves defined over Zn (see [15,16])
which is needed in this paper. Let
n “
sź
i“1
pi
be a squarefree integer with primes pi ą 3. The projective plane P2pZnq
is defined to be the set of equivalence classes of primitive triples in Z3n
(that is, triples px1, x2, x3q with gcdpx1, x2, x3, nq “ 1) with respect to
the equivalence px1, x2, x3q „ py1, y2, y3q if px1, x2, x3q “ upy1, y2, y3q
for a unit u P Z˚n. An elliptic curve over Zn is given by the short
Weierstrass equation E : y2z “ x3 ` axz2 ` bz3, where a, b P Zn and
the discriminant ´16p4a3 ` 27b2q P Z˚n. Let EpFpiq be the group of
Fpi-rational points on the reduction of E modulo pi for primes pi | n.
For the set EpZnq of points in P2pZnq satisfying the equation of E, by
the Chinese remainder theorem there exists a bijection
(1.1) ϕ : EpZnq Ñ EpFp1q ˆ . . .ˆ EpFpsq
induced by the reductions modulo pi, i “ 1, . . . , s.
The points px : y : zq P EpZnq with z P Z˚n can be written px{z :
y{z : 1q and are called finite points. The set EpZnq is a group with the
addition for which ϕ is a group isomorphism, which in general can be
defined using the so-called complete set of addition laws on E (see [15]).
To add two finite points P,Q P EpZnq with
ϕpP q “ pP1, . . . , Psq, ϕpQq “ pQ1, . . . , Qsq P EpFp1q ˆ . . .ˆ EpFpsq
we can also use the same formulas as for elliptic curves over fields in
the following two cases:
‚ either Qi ‰ ˘Pi for each i “ 1, . . . , s;
‚ or Qi “ Pi and Qi ‰ ´Pi for each i “ 1, . . . , s.
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In these cases,
(1.2)
#
xP`Q “ λ2 ´ xP ´ xQ,
yP`Q “ λpxP ´ xP`Qq ´ yP ,
where
λ “
$’&’%
yQ ´ yP
xQ ´ xP if Qi ‰ ˘Pi for i “ 1, . . . , s,
3x2P ` a
2yP
if Qi “ Pi and Qi ‰ ´Pi for i “ 1, . . . , s.
In the remaining cases, these formulae will give not correct answer
for the sum P+Q, because in these cases denominators in λ will be zero
divisors in Zn (see [15, Section 3], for further discussion how to remedy
this situation).
Given a positive, squarefree integer n, an odd prime divisor r | n and
P “ pa, bq P EpZnq we define its reduction P mod r P EpZrq modulo r
by P mod r “ pa mod r, b mod rq.
1.4. Main results. First we describe aMultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle which
we assume is available to us. Let
Eb : y
2 “ xpx2 ´ bq
be an elliptic curve over Z.
By the Chinese remainder theorem we see that for a squarefree n,
the number of solutions Epn, bq to the congruence
y2 ” xpx2 ´ bq modn, px, yq P Z2n,
is given by
(1.3) Epn, bq “
ź
p|n
# pEbpFpqq ,
provided that gcdpb, nq “ 1, see also (1.1).
Definition 1.1 (MultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle). Given the parameters B,
N and M , for each n ď N it returns a positive multiple
kbEpn, bq ďM, kb P N,
of Epn, bq given by (1.3) for every b ď B with gcdpb, nq “ 1.
We are now ready to formulate our main result.
Theorem 1.2. Let
2 ă γ ă
?
257´ 15
16
and δ ă 1{4
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be fixed. Assume that for a sufficiently large integer N we are given a
MultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle where
B “ tplogNqγu and M “ NOp1q
Then there is a deterministic algorithm that finds a nontrivial factor
of all squarefree integers n ď N with at most N{plogNqδ exceptions,
in polynomial, deterministic time O
`plogNqρpγq`op1q˘ where
ρpγq “ max
"
γ ` 2, 9γ ´ 17
8pγ ´ 2q
*
and O pplogNqγq oracle queries.
We note that the proof Theorem 1.2 is constructive and we actually
exhibit a relevant algorithm in Section 3.1, see Algorithm 3.1. Clearly
the limit of the method is attained for γ Ñ 2. We can reduce the
value of γ ą 2 to γ “ 1 at the cost of somewhat weaker estimate
for exceptional numbers. In what follows we use a slightly modifiedČMultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle.
Definition 1.3 ( ČMultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle). Given the parameters B,
N and M , for each n ď N , it returns a positive multiple
kF pn, bq ďM, k P N,
of
F pn,Bq “
ź
bďB
Epn, bq.
Theorem 1.4. There are some positive constants c and C such that
if for a sufficiently large integer N we are given a ČMultEllpN,B,Mq-
oracle where
B “ tc logNu and M “ NOpBq,
then there is a deterministic algorithm that finds a nontrivial factor
of all squarefree integers n ď N with at most N plogNq´C{ log log logN
exceptions, in polynomial, deterministic time log3`op1qN , with only one
query of the ČMultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle.
2. Preliminary results
2.1. Counting some special integers. We need the following bound
on the number of positive integers n P rx´y, xs which are free of prime
divisors from some dense set of primes, see [9, Corollary 2.3.1].
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Lemma 2.1. Let P be a set of primes such that for some positive
constants δ and A we haveÿ
păz
pPP
1
p
ě δ log log z ´ A.
Then for any x ě y ą 1 we have
#tn : x´ y ă n ď x, p | n ùñ p R Pu ! yplog yqδ .
For a positive integer n, we define P´pnq as the smallest prime divisor
of n.
Let N pN, zq be as in Section 1.2. We prove the following:
Lemma 2.2. Let z P rlogN, exp `plogNqδ˘s and δ ă 1{4 be an arbi-
trary positive constant. Then we have
#tn P N pN, zq : n “ pqm, p ‰ q primes, p, q ” 3 mod 8, m P Zu
“ #N pN, zq `O `NplogNq´δ log logN˘ .
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 and the prime number
theorem in arithmetic progressions that for any δ ă 1{4, all except
at most NplogNq´δ elements of N pN, zq are divisible by some prime
p ” 3 mod 8. Therefore it remains to estimate the number of elements
of type n “ pm, where m is free of prime factors q ” 3 mod 8 and
the number of n P N pN, zq that are of type n “ p2m. By [27, Theo-
rem I.4.2], the number of positive integers n ď N with all prime factors
p ą z is of order N{ log z, provided z ă N1{ log logN. Hence in this range
the main term of the above asymptotic formula is #N pN, zq.
Let n “ pm, where m is free of prime factors which are 3 mod 8.
Including the case m “ 1 we see that their number F1 satisfies
(2.1) F1 ! N{plogNq `
ÿ
zďpďN{z
ÿ˚
mďN{p
1 !
ÿ
zăpďN{z
N{p
plogpN{pqqδ ,
where Σ˚ means that the summation is over positive integers m ą 1
free of prime factors q ” 3 mod 8. Now split the range of summation
into the intervals
p P Iv “
„
N
ev`1
,
N
ev
˙
,
where
log z ď v ă logpN{zq.
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Now, applying the Mertens formula, see, for example, [11, Equa-
tion (2.15)], ÿ
pďx
1
p
“ log log x` A `O `plog xq´1˘
for some constant A, we deriveÿ
zăpďN{z
N{p
plogpN{pqqδ ! N
ÿ
log zďvălogpN{zq
v´δ
ÿ
pPIv
1
p
.
The inner sum can be estimated asÿ
pPIv
1
p
“ log logpN{evq ` A`O
ˆ
1
logpN{evq
˙
´
ˆ
log logpN{ev`1q ` A`O
ˆ
1
logpN{ev`1q
˙˙
“ log
ˆ
logNp1 ´ v{ logNq
logNp1´ pv ` 1q{ logNq
˙
`O
ˆ
1
logpN{ev`1q
˙
! 1
logN ´ pv ` 1q `
1
logpN{ev`1q !
1
logN ´ pv ` 1q .
Therefore we haveÿ
zăpďN{z
N{p
plogpN{pqqδ ! N
ÿ
log zďvďlogpN{zq
v´δ
ÿ
pPIv
1
p
! N
ÿ
log zďvďlogpN{zq
v´δ
logN ´ v .
We split the last sum into two sums depending on the size of v we
obtain
(2.2)
ÿ
zăpďN{z
N{p
plogpN{pqqδ ! NpS1 ` S2q,
where
S1 “
ÿ
log zďvď0.5 logN
v´δ
logN ´ v ,
S2 “
ÿ
0.5 logNďvďlogpN{zq
v´δ
logN ´ v .
We now estimate S1 and S2 separately.
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For S1 we have,
S1 ! 1
logN
ÿ
log zďvď0.5 logN
v´δ ď 1
logN
ÿ
1ďvď0.5 logN
v´δ
! 1
logN
plogNq1´δ “ plogNq´δ.
(2.3)
Furthermore, for S2 we obtain
S2 !
ÿ
0.5 logNďvďlogpN{zq
v´δ
logN ´ v
! plogNq´δ
ÿ
0.5 logNďvďlogpN{zq
1
logN ´ v
! plogNq´δ
ÿ
log z´1ďuď0.5 logN`1
1
u
! plogNq´δ log logN.
(2.4)
Substituting (2.3) and (2.4) in (2.2) and then in (2.1) we derive
(2.5) F1 ! NplogNq´δ log logN
Finally we remark that the number F2 of n P N pN, zq that are of
type n “ p2m is at most
F2 !
ÿ
n“p2mďN,
pąz
1 !
ÿ
zăpď?N
ˆ
N
p2
` 1
˙
! N{z ! N{ logN
which is of smaller order of magnitude than the bound on F1 in (2.5).
This completes the proof. 
2.2. Smallest non-residues of characters. We recall the notation
Nn from Section 1.2. The following results is a special case of [3,
Theorem 1].
Lemma 2.3. For arbitrary γ ą 2 and ε ą 0 we have
Nn ď plog xqγ
for all but O
`
x1{pγ´1´εq
˘
odd, squarefree, positive integers n ď x.
We remark that the next result given by [13, Theorem 1.1] applies
to more general settings of Kronecker symbol. We only need its part
for square-free integers. Note that compared to Lemma 2.3 it gives a
stronger bound on Nn but a weaker bound on the exceptional set.
Lemma 2.4. There exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that
Nn ! logn
for all but Opx1´C{ log log xq value of n P N pxq.
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2.3. Modular reductions of elliptic curves. We recall that an in-
teger a, relatively prime to a prime p, is called a quadratic non-residue
modulo n if the congruence x2 ” a modn has no solution in integers.
Lemma 2.5. Let Eb : y
2 “ xpx2 ´ bq be an elliptic curve over Fp.
If p “ 3 mod 4, then EbpFpq has order p ` 1 and is cyclic or contain
a noncyclic subgroup Z2 ˆ Z2 according to whether b is a quadratic
non-residue or residue mod p, respectively.
Proof. We have EbpFpq » Zn1 ˆ Zn2 , with n1 | n2 and n1 | p ´ 1. Now
n1n2 “ p` 1, hence n1 “ 1 or 2 according to whether b is a quadratic
nonresidue or quadratic residue mod p. 
The following result is given in [12, Theorem 4.2].
Lemma 2.6. Let E be an elliptic curve over the field Fq of character-
istic ‰ 2, 3, given by the equation
y2 “ px´ aqpx´ bqpx´ cq
with a, b, c in Fq. For px2, y2q in EpFqq, there exists px1, y1q in EpFqq
with 2px1, y1q “ px2, y2q if and only if x2 ´ a, x2 ´ b and x2 ´ c are
squares in Fq.
Let |P | denotes the order of a finite point P P EpZnq. We also use
ν2pkq to denote the 2-adic order of an integer k ě 1.
Before we formulate other results, let us make some preparations. If
e is a known, even exponent of a finite point P P EpZnq such that the
2-adic orders of Pi and Pj are distinct, that is,
(2.6) ν2 p|Pi|q ‰ ν2 p|Pj |q for some i ‰ j,
then we can use the above formulas (1.2) to find a nontrivial divisor
of n. To see that let us assume that P P EpZnq is finite (otherwise
gcdpzP , nq is a divisor of n, where P “ pxP : yP : zP q).
We recall that the classical double-and-add algorithm, that is, iter-
ating the formulas
eP “
#
2 ppe{2qP q , if e is even,
pe´ 1qP ` P, if e is odd,
one can compute the multiple eP of a point P P EpZnq in Oplognq
arithmetic operations in Zn.
Similarly as in the Lenstra factorisation method [16], computing eP
using the above double-and-add algorithm, we find a nontrivial divisor
by computing the greatest common divisor of n and the denominator
of λ above, when formulas (1.2) fail for the first time.
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Assume that Q is a finite point and an input to a step which fails
(denominator of λ is not a unit), then we find a non-trivial factor of
n. More precisely, if ϕpQq “ pQ1, . . . , Qsq and in the doubling step
formulas (1.2) fail, then 2Qi “ O for some i, and it follows from (2.6)
that 2Qj ‰ O for some j, thus gcdpn, yQq is a non-trivial divisor of n.
If Q is an input to the addition step, then Q “ 2lP for some integer
l as an output of doubling. If the addition step Q`P fails, then 2lPi “
˘Pi for some i, but again from (2.6) it follows that 2lPj ‰ ˘Pj, since
otherwise ν2p|Pj |q “ ν2p|Pi|q “ 0, which contradicts the assumption.
Hence for some j we obtain that gcdpn, xQ´xP q is a non-trivial divisor
of n. This shows that if 2-adic local orders of some point P of even
order are distinct, then we can factor n in plog nq2`op1q bit operations,
see [8] for a background on complexity of arithmetic operations.
Lemma 2.7. Let n be a positive, odd, squarefree integer, and let p, q ”
3 mod 8 be prime divisors of n. Let b be a quadratic nonresidue modulo
p and a quadratic residue modulo q. Let y be coprime to n and x be a
quadratic nonresidue modulo p such that xpx2´ bq is not divisible by p.
Let α ” xpx2´ bq{y2 modn. Then computing the multiples kbEpn, bqP
with kbEpn, bq “ nOp1q of a point P “ pαx, α2yq lying on the curve Ebα2
modulo n, we recover a nontrivial divisor of n in at most plog nq2`op1q
bit operations.
Proof. First, note that any point P “ pαx, α2yq on
Ebα2 : y
2 “ xpx2 ´ bα2q
has order 2ak mod pq, where k is odd and a “ 0, 1 or 2, by the con-
gruence conditions for p and q. Using assumptions on b, we see that
Ebα2pFpq contains a point of order 4, while Ebα2pFqq contains no point
of order 4. Now, by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, P has maximal 2-adic order
equal to 22 on Ebα2pFpq, while it has 2-adic order at most equal to 21 on
Ebα2pFqq. Therefore the preliminary discussion before the formulation
of Lemma 2.7 implies that n can be split nontrivially in plog nq2`op1q
bit operations when computing doubling of the point Q above. This
completes the proof. 
3. Proofs of Main Results
3.1. Algorithm. To prove Theorem 1.2, we now present an algorithm
which finds a nontrivial factor of all but at most O
`
N{plogNqδ˘ inte-
gers n P N pN, zq , where z “ plogNqβ with
(3.1) β “ γ ´ 1
8pγ ´ 2q
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and δ is arbitrary positive constant with δ ă 1{4, in deterministic poly-
nomial time with a MultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle given by Definition 1.1.
In the following algorithm we try to compute, using the double-and-
add algorithm, the multiples kbEpn, bqP with
kbEpn, bq ! kb
ź
p|n
p2pq ď kbn1`op1q,
obtained from a MultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle, of some points P lying on
the curve Ebα2 modulo n, see Section 2.3.
Algorithm 3.1 (Factoring with a MultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle).
Input: Squarefree positive integer n, parameters γ ą 0 and B “
tplogNqγu and a MultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle.
Output: Factorisation of n or answer n is exceptional.
(1) Set z “ plogNqβ, where β is given by (3.1).
(2) Factor out small prime divisors p | n, p ď z, using trial division.
(3) For b “ 1, 2 . . .B, take y “ 1, x “ b, α “ xpx2 ´ bq modn
and P “ pαx, α2yq. Next we represent the product kbEpn, bq
from Definition 1.1 and try to compute kbEpn, bqP using the
double-and-add algorithm. If during the computations a non-
trivial divisor d | n is discovered then stop and return d as
output. Otherwise output n as exceptional.
Below, for each N , we use Algorithm 3.1 with some specific param-
eters B and M .
3.2. Concluding of the proof of Theorem 1.2. For the proof we
choose
z “ plogNq γ´18pγ´2q
where
2 ă γ ă 2`
?
257´ 15
16
and fix some sufficiently small ε ą 0.
Note that the upper bound on γ is chosen to guarantee
(3.2) β ą γ
where β is given by (3.1).
In view of Lemma 2.2, applied with say rδ “ 1{8 ` δ{2 instead of
δ, we see that for any δ ă 1{4 (thus δ ă rδ ă 1{4) all numbers n P
N pN, zq except at most the set E1 of cardinality #E1 ! N{plogNqδ
can be represented in the form pqm, where p ‰ q are primes such
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that p, q ” 3 mod 8. We prove that among them there are at most
#E2 ă NplogNq´2γp1´ϑq exceptions which are be factored in Steps (2)
and (3) of Algorithm 3.1, where ϑ “ 1{pγ ´ 1q. In view of Lemma 2.7
it is sufficient to prove that all numbers n P N pN, zqz pE1 Y E2q are
factored in Steps (2) and (3).
The set of exceptions E2 consists of those numbers n “ pqm such that
Npq ą B. Namely if b ď B is such that b is quadratic nonresidue moduli
pq then b is quadratic nonresidue modulo exactly one r P tp, qu one and
quadratic residue modulo the complementary factor pq{r. Without
loosing the generality let us assume that r “ p. Then
α “ xpx2 ´ bq “ bpb2 ´ bq,
where x is quadratic nonresidue modulo p and moreover b2´b is not di-
visible by p since b is not a square modulo p. Therefore, recalling (3.2),
we obtain the inequality P´pnq ą z ě B, where P´pnq is the smallest
prime divisor of n.
We see that the assumptions of Lemma 2.7 are satisfied, since the
discriminant of the curve Epbq, that is ∆Epbq “ ´4b3, is coprime to
n. To complete the proof, let Sptq be the counting function of odd,
squarefree positive integers n ď t such that Nn ą Bptq, where
Bptq “ tplog tqγu ,
In particular, by Lemma 2.3 we have
(3.3) Sptq ! tϑ
where for any ε ą 0 we can take ϑ “ 1{pγ ´ 1´ εq.
Since pq ě z2 we estimate E2 as follows:
E2 !
ż N
z2
N
t
dSptq “ SpNq ´ Spz2q `N
ż N
z2
Sptq
t2
dt
! N
ż N
z2
t´2`ϑdt ! Npz2q´1`ϑ ! N plogNq´δ ,
since for γ ą 2 we have
2
γ ´ 1
8pγ ´ 2q
ˆ
1´ 1
γ ´ 1
˙
“ 1{4 ą δ,
provided ε ą 0 is small enough. In view of the preliminary dis-
cussion before the formulation of Lemma 2.7 we see that the step
(2) of the above algorithm takes ! z log1`op1qN ! plogNqβ`1`op1q “
plogNq1` γ´18pγ´2q`op1q bit operations, while step (3) takes BplogNq2`op1q “
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plogNqγ`2`op1q. This implies that the complexity of Algorithm 3.1 is
plogNqρ`op1q, where
ρ “ max tγ ` 2, β ` 1u “ max
"
γ ` 2, 9γ ´ 17
8pγ ´ 2q
*
with the related number of exceptions of order O
`
N{plogNqδ˘ for any
positive δ ă 1{4.
3.3. Concluding of the proof of Theorem 1.4. We apply a slight
modification in Algorithm 3.1 where that parameters z and B are now
choses as
(3.4) z “ B “ tc logNu
where c is the constant implied by the symbol ! in Lemma 2.4, and
also kb is replaced by k,M “ NOpBq, and MultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle is
replaced by ČMultEllpN,B,Mq-oracle.
Hence proceeding as above we estimate E2 by Lemma 2.4, we have
Sptq ! t1´C{ log log t, instead of (3.3), thus obtaining for
Bptq “ tc log tu ,
where c is chosen as in (3.4), the following bound
E2 !
ÿ
1ďmďN{z2
ÿ
z2ăsăN{m
NsąBpN{mq
s squrefree
1
!
ÿ
1ďmďN{z2
´ x
m
¯1´C0{ log logpx{mq ´
log
x
m
¯´2
for some 0 ă C0 ă C, since uC{ log log u ą logu t for sufficiently large
u ą u0. Therefore letting δpuq “ C0{ log log u we obtain, considering
the case m “ 1 and m P rz,N{z2s separately, that
E2 ! N1´C0{ log logN `
ż N{z2
z
ˆ
N
t
˙1´δpN
t
qˆ
log
N
t
˙´2
dt
! N1´C0{ log logN `N
ż N{z2
z
u´1´δpuqplog uq´2du
! N max
vPrz,N{z2s
v´C0{ log log u
ż N{z2
z
du
u log2 u
! NplogNq´C0{ log log logN
when letting z “ tc logNu.
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The complexity of algorithm follows by remarking that for the in-
put data of order NOpBq the number of addition and doublings is
O pB logNq while their complexity is of order plogNq1`op1q giving (for
B “ tc logNu) altogether the bound plogNq3`op1q on the algorithm
complexity bound, as required. The oracle is queried only once for a
multiple kF pn,Bq ďM , where M “ NOpBq.
4. Comments
We remark that under the GRH, by the classical result of Ankeny [1]
for any γ ą 2 the exceptional sets of Lemma 2.3, and thus of Theo-
rem 1.2, is finite. We note that Ankeny [1] is interested in the smallest
quadratic non-residue b modulo n (that is, the smallest b for which
x2 ” b modn has no solutions), but [1, Theorem 1] in fact gives a
bound on the larger quantity Nn. On the other hand, it is not clear
whether the GRH allows to improve Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 1.4.
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